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Abstract The beam-like electron population is often observed along with whistler mode waves in
the Earth's magnetosphere, but its generation mechanism is still under debate. In this study, we use a test
particle simulation model to study the Landau resonance between whistler mode waves and electrons,
and quantify the proportion
E
nb / nh of beam-like electrons. There is a trend that
E the nb / nh first increases
and then decreases with the increasing temperature of hot electrons or ratio of plasma frequency to
electron gyrofrequency. While
E the nb / nh is positively correlated with the parallel electric field, magnetic
amplitude, wave normal angle, or frequency of whistler mode waves if other parameters are fixed.
Essentially the parallel electric field is the key parameter in determining
E
nb / nh. Furthermore, we have
also compared simulation results with THEMIS observations for one year. The results suggest the observed
beam-like population could be generated by simultaneously observed whistler mode waves for 44.5%
quasi-parallel cases. But the beam-like population is unlikely to be generated by simultaneously observed
waves for the remaining 55.5% of quasi-parallel cases and nearly all oblique cases. Our study provides a
better understanding of the formation of beam-like electron distribution in the Earth's magnetosphere.
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The Correlation Between Whistler Mode Waves
and Electron Beam-Like Distribution: Test Particle
Simulations and THEMIS Observations

Whistler mode waves are significant electromagnetic waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere, which is essential for regulating electron behaviors in the Van Allen radiation belts (Bortnik & Thorne, 2007; Horne, 2003;
Thorne, 2010). They are considered to be the dominant cause for refilling relativistic electrons in the radiation belts during substorms (Horne & Thorne, 2003; Thorne et al., 2013) and the precipitation of electrons
in the energy range from ∼100 eV to ∼30 keV into the Earth’s atmosphere (Horne & Thorne, 2003; Ni
et al., 2011; Thorne et al., 2010). Whistler mode waves fall within a typical frequency range of 0.1–0.8
E
fce
(where
E
fce is the equatorial electron gyrofrequency), which are usually divided by a power gap around 0.5
fce into the lower and upper bands (Burtis & Helliwell, 1969; Gao et al., 2017; Li et al., 2012; Tsurutani &
Smith, 1974). Whistler mode waves are mainly excited by the injected plasma sheet electrons with thermal
anisotropy (Gao et al., 2014; Kennel & Petschek, 1966; Tsurutani & Smith, 1977), and their main source
region locates close to the geomagnetic equator (Demekhov et al., 2017; LeDocq et al., 1998; Li et al., 2009;
Lu et al., 2019). Satellite observations reveal that whistler mode waves always propagate quasi-parallel to
the background magnetic field (i.e., with wave normal angles
E
 lower than 30) at lower latitudes (Chen
et al., 2013; Goldstein & Tsurutani., 1984). A population of very oblique waves is observed even near the
equator (Agapitov et al., 2014; Li, Bortnik, et al., 2011). These chorus are often have falling tone time-frequency dependence (Li, Thorne, et al., 2011; Taubenschuss et al., 2014).
In the magnetosphere, whistler mode waves and beam-like (or plateau) electron velocity distribution are
often observed simultaneously in the parallel direction with respect to the geomagnetic field lines (Agapitov
et al., 2015, 2016; Li et al., 2019). With long-term THEMIS data, Min et al. (2014) showed there usually exists a beam-like electron distribution near the Landau resonant velocity (i.e., the phase velocity of whistler
wave) along with the occurrence of whistler waves. Artemyev and Mourenas (2020) studied the correlation
between whistler mode waves and electron beam-like components based on the energy conservation and
entropy growth laws, and proposed that most of these beam-like electrons are unlikely to be caused by these
simultaneously observed whistler waves. While Chen et al. (2019) found that the proportion of electron
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beam-like components is proportional to the wave parallel electric field for quasi-parallel whistler waves
but nearly independent for quite oblique waves. They suggested that the beam-like electrons could be resulted from the Landau resonance with quasi-parallel whistler waves, but they may be produced by other
processes and provide the precondition for exciting very oblique waves. Recent studies have also proposed
that the beam-like electron population plays a key role in the formation of the power gap around
E
0.5 fce for
whistler mode waves (Chen et al., 2020, 2021; Li et al., 2019). Omura et al. (2009) suggested that the whistler
waves excited in the equatorial region will experience nonlinear damping around
E
0.5 fce by the beam-like
electrons (the trapped electrons) due to magnetic field inhomogeneity, as they propagate to the higher latitudes. However, so far, the correlation between whistler mode waves and beam-like electron population still
remains unclear.
In this paper, we use the test particle simulation method to investigate the electron beam-like distribution
formed by the Landau resonance between whistler mode waves and electrons. We have quantified the proportion of beam-like electrons caused by the Landau resonance, and studied the dependences on plasma
and wave parameters. Furthermore, we also compare the simulation results with one-year THEMIS satellite
observations. The paper is organized as follows. The test particle simulation method is described in Section 2. Section 3 shows the simulation results and comparison with THEMIS observations. We summarize
and discuss the principal results in Section 4.

2. Test Particle Simulation Method
The interaction between the whistler mode wave and electrons is studied in a two-dimensional homogeneous simulation model. The ambient magneticEfield B0  B0 e z is along the z-axis. The whistler mode wave
is monochromatic and its wave number vector is lying in
E the  x , z  plane. The wave magnetic and electric
fields are given as
Bw  Bxwcos e x  Byw sin e y  Bzw cos e z ,
(1)
E w  E xw sin e x  E ywcos e y  E zw sin e z ,
(2)

where
E
  k z z  k x x  t  E
E and kEx and k z are wave numbers
0 and  are the wave phase and frequency,
in the x- and z-directions, respectively. It is worth notingE that kEx and k z are taken as positive, which means
that the wave propagates along the positive direction of the x-axis and z-axis. The initial wave phase
E
0 is
randomly chosen between E0 and 2 . The dispersion relation of whistler mode wave is obtained by the linear
theory model, that is, WHAMP model (Ronnmark, 1982), which is controlled by the ratio between plasma
E

E
 pe  n0e2 / me 0 is the plasma frequency and
frequency and electron gyrofrequency
E
 pe / Ω ce (where
Ω ce  eB0 / me is the electron gyrofrequency), the number density of hot electrons
E
nh / n0 (where
E
n0 is the
E
E
 , the wave amplitudes
total plasma density), and the wave normal Eangle  . For a chosen
(BEiw and Eiw, where
E
E
i  x , yE, and z , are the absolute values of the complex amplitude) and the wave numbers
the subscripts
(k x
E
E and k z ) are obtained from the WHAMP model. Notably, the wave is injected at the very beginning, and the
frequency, wave vector, and amplitudes are treated as constant in the entire simulation.

In our simulation model, a population of test electrons with a Maxwellian distribution is employed, whose
E
vx , vy , vz are
number density
E is nh. The particles move in
E the  x , z  plane, while their full velocity vectors
updated in the calculation. The electron motion is described in Appendix A.



E
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The sizes of the simulation area
E are x  5Ex and z  5z (where
E
Ex and z are wave wavelengths in the xE is Δ
x Δ

z 0.18VAeΩ ce1 (where
and z-directions,E
and i 2

 / ki  i x, z ), and the size of the grid cell
VAe  B0 / 0 n0 me is the electron Alfven speed). It is worth noting that the grid cell is employed here just
for the convenience of analyzing the electron velocity distribution. There are, on average, 100 macro-par1
E 0.02Ω ce
ticles in every cell. The time step is ∆t =
. The periodic boundary conditions are used along the
x-direction and z-direction.
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Figure 1. The electron parallel velocity distribution in Case 1Eat (a) Ω ce t  0, and during
E (b) Ω
200  300
E , (c) Ω

1200  1300, and (d)
ce t
ce t
Ω

1400  1500. (e–h) The parallel velocity distributions in Case 2 during the same time periods.
ce t

3. Simulation Results

E

E

E
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Two cases are chosen to show how to calculate the proportion of beam-like electrons caused by the Landau
resonance in our test particle simulations. In both cases, the background magnetic field and total plasma
density are assumedEto be B0  144 nT
E and n0  5 cm 3 (the typical values at L = 6 in the Earth’s magnetosphere), leading to the ratio between the plasma frequency and electron gyrofrequency
E as  pe / Ω ce  5.0.
The number density of hot electrons is set
E as nh / n0  0.01, and their thermal velocity is initialized as
vth  0.31VAe corresponding to the temperature
E of Th  1keV . A monochromatic whistler mode wave is emE
 and amplitude
ployed in two cases, whose wave frequency
E
 B are set as
E 0.25Ω ce
E and 0.01B0, respectively.
In Case 1, the wave normal angle is fixed at   30 (i.e., quasi-parallel), while the wave normal angle is
fixed as   60 (i.e., very oblique) in Case 2.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the parallel velocity distribution of hot electrons in two cases. In Case 1,
the initial velocity distribution of hot electrons satisfies a Maxwellian distribution as shown in Figure 1a.
Due to the Landau resonance with the whistler mode wave, a beam-like population at 0.5VAe appears at
Ω
200  300 (Figure 1b) and becomes more distinct
E at Ω
1200  1300 (Figure 1c). Afterward, the vece t
ce t
locity distribution nearly remains unchanged (Figure 1d), suggesting the beam-like population has reached
saturation. Note that the saturation time is quite short, corresponding to ∼0.05 s in the Earth’s magnetosphere. The evolution of electron parallel distribution in Case 2 is quite similar to Case 1 except that the
beam-like population at 0.5VAe is more significant in Case 2.
We also estimate the proportion of the beam-like population in each case. Figure 2 displays the velocity
distributions
E at Ω
ce t 1400  1500 in (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2, which are denoted by black dots. The Landau
resonant velocities have been marked by blue dashed lines, which are estimated
E by vL   / k z . In Case 1,
vL  0.45VAe, and in Case
E 2, vL  0.50VAe. Note that the time is chosen because the beam-like population
reaches saturation. Then, we fit the velocity distribution function around the Landau resonant velocity by
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Figure 2. The parallel velocity distributions of hot electrons during
E
Ω
ce t 1400  1500 in (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 2. The black dots are simulation results, while
10 of them spotted by red cycles are selected for fitting. The blue line is corresponding multicomponent fits. The vertical blue dashed line represents the Landau
resonant velocity.

choosing 10 data points (red circles) and assume the distribution contains two electron components (i.e.,
hot and beam-like populations):
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1
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E of j component
where
E n j ( j  h or b) are the temperature and the number density
E
TEj and
E and vd is the bulk
velocity of the beam-like population. We have fitted the simulated distribution function (see Appendix B).
The fitted curves are plotted as blue lines in Figure 2.

We first investigate how the proportion of beam electrons depends on the initial plasma conditions. A series
of simulation runs are performed with various initial temperatures (from 0.5 to 10 keV) of hot electrons but
keeping other parameters the same as those in Case 1 and Case 2. Figure 3a illustrates the dependence of

Figure 3. (a) Dependence of the estimated
E
nb /Enh on Th for the quasi-parallel (  30 ; red line) and oblique (  60; blue line) whistler mode waves,
respectively. (b) The parallel velocity distribution of the cases with   60E and Th = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 keV.
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Figure 4. (a) Dependence of the estimated
E
nb /Enh on  pe / Ω ce for the quasi-parallel (  30 ) and oblique waves (  60 ), which are represented by red and

blue lines, respectively. (b) The electron parallel velocity distributions as a function
E of vz / VAe for   60E
with  pe / Ω ce  4, 5,6, 7, and 8. (c) The electron parallel

velocity distribution as a function of parallel energy
E
(Tz ) for   60Ewith  pe / Ω ce  4, 5,6, 7, and 8. The resonant energies in each case are denoted by arrows in
different colors.

the estimated
E
nb / Enh on Th for the quasi-parallel (  30 ; red line) and oblique (  60 ; blue line) whistler
mode waves, respectively. Generally, the oblique whistler mode wave can produce more beam-like electrons
than the quasi-parallel wave if they have the same magnetic amplitude (Figure 3a). As shown in Figure 3a,
for the quasi-parallel or oblique wave,
E the nb / nh starts to increase with
E the Th and then decreases, leading
E to nb / nh peaking
E at Th  1.5 keV. For   60, the peak value
E of nb / nh is about 0.0245 and about 0.0089 for
  30. To better understand the correlation between
E
nb / nEh and Th, we have displayed the parallel velocity
distributions for   60 with different
E
Th in Figure 3b. For smaller
E
Th (<1.5 keV), the beam-like population
becomes more evident with the increasing
E
Th since more electrons satisfy the Landau resonance condition
with the whistler mode wave. However, for veryElarge Th (>1.5 keV), the velocity distribution of hot electrons
is too flat to form the beam-like (or plateau) structure, so the estimated proportion is decliningEwith Th.

E

E
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The influence
E of  pe / Ω ce on the proportion of beam-like electrons is studied by performing a series of cases
Ewith  pe / Ω ce = 1–10. Figure 4a shows the dependence of the estimated
E
nb / Enh on  pe / Ω ce for the quasi-parallel (  30) and oblique waves (  60), which are represented by red and blue lines, respectively.
Again, the oblique whistler mode wave still produces more beam-like electrons. Moreover, with the increasE ing  pe / Ω ce, the estimated proportion
E at  pe / Ω ce  6 for
E
nb / nh first increases, then decreases, peaking
both quasi-parallel and oblique cases. For the case with   30 , the peaking
E
nb / nh is ∼0.0089, and ∼0.0252
for   60. Figure 4b displays the parallel velocity distributions as a function
E of vz / VAe for   60 with
different
E
 pe / Ω ce. However, to better understand the trend in Figure 4a, we further plot the velocity distribution as a function of parallel energy
(Tz ) in Figure 4c, in which the resonant energies in each case are
E
denoted by arrows in different colors. Here, we assume the background magnetic field to be fixed, so the
increasing
E
 pe / Ω ce denotes the increasing plasma density. Since the initial electron velocity distribution
remains same in these cases, then the Landau resonant velocity (arrow) decreases as
E the  pe / Ω ce increases.
For smaller
E
 pe / Ω ce (<6), there are more electrons resonant with the whistler mode wave as the resonant
velocity moves to smaller values, and then the beam-like shapes become more obvious. While, for larger
 pe / Ω ce (>6), the beam-like shape becomes weaker
E as  pe / Ω ce increases, since the velocity distribution
below
E
Tz  2 keV is too flat.
We have also investigated the dependences
E of nb / nh on the wave properties. Here, we have performed a series of cases with the various wave normal angles
E
 (from 10 to 70 ) but the constant wave amplitude [either
[ E‖ /  B0VAe ] of whistler
 E‖ /  B0VEAe  or  B / B0]. Based on the linear theory, the electrostatic component
E
mode wave will become stronger with
E the
E  if  B / B0 is fixed. Therefore, the acceleration due to the Landau
resonance will become more efficient with the increasing
E
 values. Just as shown in Figure 5a,
E the nb / nh
 30  70 are disincreases significantly asEwith  (red line). The velocity distributions of the cases with
played in Figure 5b, in which the more significant beam-like population is observed for the larger
E
 . While,
when
E the nb / nh only shows a slightly negative correlationE with  .
E the  E‖ /  B0EVAe  (2.5  10 4) is fixed,
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Figure 5. (a) Dependence of theEratio nb / nh on wave normal angle. The red line and the blue line represent
E
 B  0.01BE0 and  E‖ /  B0VAe
 2.5  104,
respectively. (b) The electron parallel velocity distributions of the casesEwith  B  0.01B0 and   30 , 40 , 50 , 60 , and 70.

E

Figure 6 presents the estimated
E
nb / nh inE the ( BE/ B0,  ) plane for different frequencies. As expected, for
the
E 0.25Ω ce whistler mode wave,
E the nb / nh is positively correlatedEwith  B / B0, with the largest value of
nb / nh  0.1227
E at  B / B0  0.02 and   70 (Figure 6a). With the increase of wave frequency,
E the nb / nh
also becomes larger if fixing
E the  B / BE0 and  , which is due to the stronger parallel electric field for larger-frequency whistler mode waves. It is worth noting that the largest
E
 of whistler mode wave is limited by
the resonant angle, which is estimated
E as  R  arc cos  / Ω ce .
We have also compared the simulation results with satellite observations. Since whistler mode waves typically have a finite bandwidth in the Earth's magnetosphere, we have decomposed the observed spectrum
into several monochromatic whistler mode waves. The waveform data with a time interval of 6–8 s from
THEMIS E satellite are utilized. Here, we present an example of wave decomposition in Figure 7, including
the (a) wave magnetic field amplitude, (b) wave electric field amplitude and (c) wave normal angle as a
function of frequency at 21:09:35 UT on February 26, 2011 when the wave magnetic power is strongest. The
gray dashed line in panel (a) marks the amplitude threshold of 5 pT, and the selected whistler mode waves
(blue dots) should be larger than 5 pT. Here, the frequency resolution of the magnetic spectrum is ∼15 Hz.
In this case, there are seven whistler mode waves with an amplitude above the threshold, so the initial
waves in our model are their superposition. The magnetic and electric fields of whistler waves are captured

Figure 6. The value
E of nb / nh in the ( B / B0 , / ) plane for frequency of whistler mode wave
E (a)   0.25ΩEce, (b)   0.5Ω ce, and
E (c)   0.7Ω ce. The color bar
represents value
E of nb / nh.
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by the Search-Coil Magnetometer (SCM) (Le Contel et al., 2008; Roux
et al., 2008) and the Electric Field Instrument (EFI) (Bonnell et al., 2008),
respectively. The plasma parameters
E
TEh and nh / n0 are obtained from the
electron velocity distribution provided by the Electro-Static Analyzer (ESA) (McFadden et al., 2008) onboard THEMIS over a similar time
period as wave amplitudes. We use the electron thermal speed and the
spacecraft potential to infer the total electron density that is utilized to
estimate the plasma frequency
E
 pe (Li et al., 2010). The electron gyrofrequency
E
Ω ce is evaluated by the background magnetic field, which is collected by the Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) (Auster et al., 2008). Despite
the wave fields are captured by SCM and EFI onboard THEMIS, they are
still limited to one point in space. If we are to study the possible resonant interactions between the particles and waves, we need its temporal
and spatial description. We can obtain the fully analytical, temporal, and
spatial model of the wave, using Equations 1 and 2. The values of |𝐁𝑤|
and |𝐄𝑤| is set as the observed amplitudes. In this case, the simulated
proportion of the beam-like population is estimated
E as nb / nh  0.0031,
which is larger than that (∼0.0019) estimated from the data. We define
n / n

E as 
nb / nh  b hsim  1  100%, where
the difference between them
 nb / nhob


 nb / nh simE and  nb / nh ob are the proportion of beam-like population es-

timated from the simulation model and satellite observation, respectively.
In thisEcase,   nb / nh   63%.

With this method, we have analyzed whistler mode wave events during
1 year (2011) without any preference. During this period, there are 110
quasi-parallel cases with  avg  45, and 57 oblique cases with  avg  45,
where
E
 avg represents the power-weighted average wave normal angle
(Chen et al., 2019). Figure 8 shows the histograms
E of   nb / nh  for the (a)
quasi-parallel cases and (b) oblique cases. For the quasi-parallel waves,
there are 49 casesEwith  nb / nh  largerEthan  nb / nh  , 16 cases with
sim
ob
 nb / nh sim relatively lowerEthan  nb / nh ob, and 45 casesEwith  nb / nh sim much lowerEthan  nb / nh ob. The
 nb / nh  can be considered as the upper limit of beam-like electron proportion formed by whistler mode

E
Bw, (b) electric field
Figure 7. (a) The wave magnetic field amplitude
E
E w, and (c) wave normal Eangle  as a function of frequency
amplitude
observed by THEMIS E at 21:44:55 on Jan 17, 2011. The blue dot represents
the frequency points we selected. The gray dashed line in panel (a)
represents the amplitude threshold.

E
E

sim

Figure 8. The number of cases corresponding to different
E
  nb / nh  for the (a) quasi-parallel waves with  avg  45

and (b) oblique waves with  avg  45 , where
 avg represents the power-weighted average wave normal angle.
E
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waves, so there are 44.5% (49 of 110) cases with the positive
E
  nb / nh , suggesting the beam-like electrons
could be due to Landau resonance with whistler mode waves. For other 55.5% cases with the negative
  nb / nh , the beam-like population should be caused by other processes rather than coexisting whistler
mode waves. In contrast, in the case of oblique waves, the estimated
E
 nb / nh sim is generally much lower
Ethan  nb / nh  , revealing that the beam-like population is not formed by simultaneously observed waves,
ob
but is a prerequisite for the excitation of oblique waves

4. Summary and Discussion

E

In this paper, we have investigated the formation of beam-like electron population caused by the Landau
resonance between whistle-mode waves and electrons with a test particle simulation model. The proportion
of the beam-like electrons
E
nb / nh has been quantified by fitting the parallel velocity distribution. There is a
trend
E
Th of hot elecE that nb / nh first increases and then decreases with the increase of either the temperature
trons or theEratio  pe / Ω ce of plasma frequency to electron gyrofrequency. In addition,
E
nb / nh is positively
correlated with the parallel electricEfield  E|| /  B0VAe , magnetic amplitude
E
 B / B0, wave normalEangle  ,
or frequency
E
 / Ω ce of whistler mode wave if other parameters are fixed. Among all these parameters, the
E
nb / nh. Furthermore, we have also
 E|| /  B0VAe  is found to be the most important parameter to determine
compared simulation results with THEMIS observations for one year. For quasi-parallel wave (  45) cases, there are about 44.5% (49 of 110) cases with the observed proportion
E
 nb / nh ob smaller than simulated
E one  nb / nh  , suggesting whistler mode waves are capable of producing the observed beam-like populasim
tion. While, for the other 61 cases,
E the  nb / nh  is largerEthan  nb / nh  , so the beam-like components are
sim
ob
not likely to be generated by the simultaneously observed waves. This scenario is quite common in the case
of oblique waves (  45 ), and for nearly all of such cases the beam-like proportion is larger in observations
than in the corresponding simulations.
It is worth noting that the wave amplitude is measured by THEMIS in the same latitudinal range (within
∼15 of the geomagnetic equator) where Landau resonance with low energy (keV) electrons occurs and
forms the beam-like population. During electron acceleration through Landau resonance, the wave loses
energy to electrons, but this loss can be partly balanced by the free energy simultaneously provided by
temperature anisotropy (Kennel & Petschek, 1966; Li et al., 2010), keeping the wave amplitude at a similar
level. But during wave propagation away from the equator, wave damping often overtakes wave growth
above 10 to 15, leading to lower whistler wave amplitudes than near the equator in both observations and
simulations (Agapitov et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2019). Therefore, using a constant wave amplitude should provide a good estimate of the maximum density of the beam-like electron population potentially formed by
Landau resonance with the measured wave. Moreover, we have also estimated the propagation distance of
whistler-mode wave when the beam-like population formed by Landau resonance reaches saturation. We
find that whistler-mode wave can only propagate a distance corresponding to the magnetic latitude of 1 to
3. Therefore, the propagating effect and change of local plasma parameters are not significant in our study.
Here, the test-particle method is chosen just for saving the computation cost. Moreover, it is more convenient to study the dependences of the proportion of beam-like electrons on wave and plasma parameters.
Satellite observations reveal that whistler mode waves are usually observed along with a beam-like electron
distribution near the Landau resonant velocity (Chen et al., 2019; Min et al., 2014), but the generation
mechanism of the beam-like electron population is still under debate. Chen et al. (2019) found the proportion of beam-like electrons is proportional to the wave parallel electric field for quasi-parallel whistler
waves, but nearly independent for quite oblique waves. So, they proposed that the beam-like electrons could
result from Landau resonance in the case of quasi-parallel whistler-mode waves, but that they may be produced by other processes and provide a precondition for wave excitation in the case of very oblique waves.
However, Artemyev and Mourenas (2020) pointed out that most of these beam-like electrons are unlikely to
be caused by these simultaneously observed whistler waves based on the energy conservation and entropy
growth laws. Based on a test particle simulation model, we have quantified the proportion of beam-like electron population that is produced by Landau resonance with whistler mode waves. The comparison between
simulations and observations reveals that for some (∼44.5% in this study) quasi-parallel whistler mode
waves, the observed beam-like electron population could be explained by the Landau resonance. But, we
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Table 1
The Fitting Parameters of the Electron Parallel Velocity Distribution for
Case 1 and Case 2 Shown in Figures 2a and 2b
E

Case 1
Case 2

nb / nh

E

E

8.14  10 3

E

2

2.04  10

Th / eVE

vd / VAe

35.7

904.4

0.4949

147.1

839.8

0.5473

Tb / eV

E
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find that for some quasi-parallel wave events (about 55.5%) and for nearly
all oblique wave events, the beam-like electron population is unlikely to
have been generated by the observed waves (Artemyev & Mourenas, 2020;
Chen et al., 2019). This beam-like population could serve as a prerequisite
for exciting whistler waves (Chen et al., 2019; Li et al., 2016; Mourenas
et al., 2015). Our study provides new insights into the formation mechanisms of beam-like electron distribution in the Earth's magnetosphere.

Appendix A: Motion Equation of Electrons
The electron motion is controlled by the Lorentz force, which can be described by the following equations:
dv
me
e  E w  v   Bw  B0  ,
(A1)
dt
dr
 v.
(A2)
dt

Appendix B: Method of Fitting the Distribution Function

E

We fit the simulated distribution function by utilizing the least square method. The fitting parameters are
E as R 2  1  SSE / SST
E
R 2 is the coefficient of determination, which is defined
listed in Table 1. The parameter
(where SSE is the sum of squares of the difference between the fitting result and the measurements and
SST is the sum of squares of the difference between the observed value and the average value). E
Here, R 2 is
close to 1 meaning the fitting is reliable. In this study, we require the coefficient of determination should
be larger than 0.9. This procedure for estimating the proportion
(nb / nh) of the beam-like population is
E
E as nb /
nh 8.14  10 3, and
same as that used by Chen et al. (2019). In Case 1, the proportion is estimated
2
nb /
nh 2.04  10 in Case 2.

Data Availability Statement
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